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S P O R T S

VI.  INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY GAMES,
BUDAPEST, 1935

by
B e la  T a k a c s

The proud title of University World Champion 
will be conferred in this year at Budapest, the capital 
of Hungary.

After Warsaw, Rome, Paris, Darmstadt and To
rino, it is Budapest's turn now to invite the world's 
youth to appear at the competitions in this beautiful 
country. All universities of the world have received 
the invitation and now Budapest awaits an answering 
echo to her hearty appeal, and expects college youth 
to come to Hungary and see Hungarian life. The 
youth of Hungary announces gladly: their invitation 
had not been sent in vain. Answers are arriving con
tinually and from all parts of the world: „We too will 
be there!" Among all the applications however, the 
greatest joy was caused by the sincere interest taken, 
and the preparations effected by the sons of the British 
Empire, The University Athletic Union officially ad
vised our Committee on Preparations stating their in
tention of sending a large group of young athletes 
to Budapest.

England also had applied for the right of organ
ising the Games of 1935, and she already had a pro
mise in regard to this desire. However, at the Con
gress of 1932, the Hungarian delegate referred to the 
long line of Hungarian victories at the past World 
Championships, mentioning the strenous work done by 
Hungarian students for the sake of promoting inter
national sports in universities and colleges and to the 
fact that the Pazmany Peter University of Budapest is 
celebrating the 300-th anniversary of its foundation in 
1635, Thereupon England withdrew her previous ap
plication and supported the Hungarian request.

The English President of the Committee on Sports 
of the International Union of Studens emphasised in 
his report relating to the Highschool Championship of 
Torino, that only Hungarian and English youth had 
kept strictly to the rules of true amateurship and those 
of the Highschool sports.

Apparently British youth appreciates this fact 
when sending a large number of representatives to 
participate at the Games to be held in Budapest. They 
surely expect Hungarians to observe the rules of fair 
play in the same way as they do — and our students 
solemnly promise: in this hope England will not be 
deceived.

Both British boy and girl students applied mainly 
for participation in swimming and athletics and a 
fine competition is to be anticipated especially in 
the latter. Lowelock, the world famous middle distance 
sprinter, who is at present studying at the London

University, intends to start in the colours of New Zea
land. It is very possible that the Harvard-Yale athletes 
who previously will challenge those of Oxford-Cam- 
bridge, will remain in Europe and come to Budapest 
and even win a few Championships for the New World. 
The news of the British football team coming to Buda
pest was met with great joy at headquarters. The par
ticipation of the representatives of the country where 
football originated is in itself sufficient to explain the 
great interest with which the Hungarian public is look
ing forward to the British boys.

According to information received up to now, the 
British group will amount to 75 competitors. For the 
moment their participation is certain only in the above 
mentioned sports. The international as well as the 
Hungarian sporting public would however be extremely 
interested if they could see also the style of the world 
famous British oarsmen.

The Committee on Preparation of the World 
Championships has, besides the sporting questions, 
also further ambitions. In connection with the World 
Championships they hope to be able to welcome not 
only the competitors at the Games and other high
school students, but a number of British visitors too, 
who are desirous to know, and perhaps will like this 
lovely and artistic, and at the same time ancient and 
romantic, international and still most individual 
town of Budapest: the gay town which justly merited 
the appreciation of H. R. H. the Prince of Wales. 
Ladies and Gentlemen, — in August we meet in 
Budapest!

F E N C I N G
The Hungarian Memorial Fencing Contest orga

nised in memory of the late Edmund Terstyanszky, 
Olimpic World Champion took place for the first 
time at the beginning of April between Hungarian and 
Italian fencers. His Highness the Regent, Admiral 
Horthy de Nagybanya, presented a Gold Cup. The 
Hungarians won the contest by a better average of hits.

F O O T B A L L
On Easter Sunday and Monday Budapest enter

tained the Munich F. C. Bayern and the Briinn Zi- 
denice teams, with whom the Budapest Ferencvdros 
and Hungaria teams played matches. The Hungaria 
came off victorious with a better average of goals than 
the Ferencvaros. The German and Czech teams failed 
to score a victory over the Hungarians.
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